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We are walking away from Palas de Rei and a bicycle bell chimes behind us, the thin ringing 

already overlaid with the humming wheels, and so we step to the side. Three men on sleek, dark 

bikes zip past, leave us watching them grow smaller, their breathless Buen Camino! more an 

echo than a lived sound. We step back onto the path, and we are so much slower. I try to remind 

myself that speed is not the point, that pilgrimage is not a race. Even the cyclists hang scallop 

shells on their panniers. We’re all going together, no matter when we arrive.  

*** 

 The Camino de Santiago is a medieval pilgrimage route leading to the shrine of Saint 

James the Greater—called Santiago in Spain—in Santiago de Compostela, in the autonomous 

region of Galicia. The many arms of the Camino stretch across the country: the Via de la Plata 

marches up from the south, the Camino del Norte carries pilgrims along Spain’s northern coast, 

and the English Camino, a little north-south spur, invites pilgrims who made the bulk of the 

journey by sea. Another traverses the length of Portugal. The Camino Frances, though, sees the 

most traffic and is so named because it is the artery that connects Santiago to France and largely 
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to the rest of Europe, to the rest of medieval Christendom. In walking from the French side of the 

Pyrenees—Saint Jean Pied de Port is a popular starting point—the pilgrim commits to a journey 

of more than seven hundred kilometers. Though the distance is surely more impressive by a 

medieval reckoning, more fraught with uncertainty and danger then than now, the primary 

apparatus of most pilgrims’ peregrination—the legs and feet, parts of great strength and great 

frailty—have not changed much.  

 In the eyes of the Church and thus, in the medieval Christian worldview, in the eyes of 

God, it is the final one hundred kilometers that matter. Pilgrims who complete that much on foot 

or on horseback, or the final two hundred kilometers on a bicycle, are eligible to receive the 

compostela, a plenary indulgence, formalized in a certificate, granting complete remission of 

sins. Pilgrims prove their path by showing a paper passport, stamped at the churches and 

albergues (and also cafes and shops and miscellaneous kiosks) they visit along the way, and by 

filling out a form that requires the pilgrim to declare their motivation for the pilgrimage.  

On the Camino Frances, Sarria is the starting point for this final hundred kilometers, and 

Sarria was where we began our walking. We: six academics and two program coordinators on a 

ten-day journey through Spain, learning about the Camino de Santiago, and a driver. Of the ten 

days, we walked the Camino only for three; this the program called the “practical” portion, that 

language of the classroom or laboratory that signals doing. The sum of our doing? Seventy-one 

kilometers.  

*** 

 The trip took place in June, ideally placed to coincide with good weather, smaller crowds, 

and availability according to an academic calendar. For me, this ten-day span also meant missing 

the conclusion of the 2016 Stanley Cup Finals. My Pittsburgh Penguins had finally shaken off 
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years of disappointing playoff exits and were facing the San Jose Sharks for the league 

championship. I watched the Penguins take a two-one series lead and then boarded the plane 

with a hockey puck tucked into a pocket of my backpack, for luck. 

When family members asked if I was disappointed to miss the end of the Penguins’ 

season, whatever end that would be, I joked: I was going on a pilgrimage. Pilgrimage is about 

sacrifice, right?  

*** 

 As soon as I land in Spain, the world is curtained in Spanish soccer kits: the bright 

primary shades of the national team, cloud white for Real Madrid, striped blue and rioja red for 

Barcelona. I think I should buy one because I’m here, but I don’t follow La Liga or cheer 

particularly for Spain in international play, and I’d rather feel like a tourist who missed an 

opportunity than a poseur or bandwagon fan. Still, the UEFA EuroCup tournament starts on the 

tenth of June, and to watch some of it here is another way to experience what pilgrims call 

communitas. On your journey, you find your community, your people—in the act of 

peregrination, the community is created through shared experience, common goals, collective 

hardship. Walking into a stadium, or a bar, or just down the street wearing team colors, the same 

thing happens. We announce ourselves to each other; we already have common cause.  

I wear a Pittsburgh Penguins polo shirt one day and I’m disappointed that no one says 

anything about it. In Spain, and in this group of academics, no one knows what it means, or no 

one cares. That is what tells me I’ve left home, more than the language, which comes back to me 

more easily than I thought it would. I don’t really try to explain it, either. I know there are so 

many more important things to say. 
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 Before we start walking, we are issued another kind of uniform: our group leader hands 

each of us a scallop shell, white and whole and a little larger than my palm. This the symbol of 

Santiago the Pilgrim; this is how we will be identified as pilgrims, how pilgrims identify each 

other. But as I tie it to my backpack, happy as I am to have one, something feels wrong. My 

backpack is very small. It holds water, sunscreen, a poncho, my journal—what I need for the 

next six hours. My other clothes are in a suitcase, and our driver will deliver all of the suitcases 

to the place we stop tonight.  

 Our driver also delivers the backpack of a woman we meet on the Camino. She has been 

walking since Saint Jean Pied de Port, and her knee is bothering her. She is doing the pilgrimage 

in honor of her late mother, she says. She can’t stop—not now, not so close—but the pain is bad. 

So our driver, who has stopped to check on all of us at a place where the Camino meets a proper 

road, where there is a little café and many pilgrims resting, eating, talking, helps her in the way 

he can: she does not need to carry her twelve-kilo pack, at least. This is the spirit of the Camino: 

he volunteers the service; she trusts he will do it. We see her again the next day, and she says the 

pain is not so bad; the relative rest helped. She carries her pack, keeps going. 

*** 

 

In our journey across northern Spain, we spend no small amount of time talking about the 

history of Saint James in Spain, and it’s a complicated thing. There are many versions of the 

legend—how the apostle’s bones came to be in Spain at all—but my favorite is the version in 

which Santiago’s martyred body—head severed at the direction of Herod Agrippa—floats alone 

to Spain in its stone sarcophagus, arriving upon the Galician coast wholly covered and protected 

by scallop shells. Eventually, a holy man, or a shepherd guided by angels or a pagan queen, is led 

to build a shrine for the saint beneath a field of stars, the campus stellae from which the city of 
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Santiago de Compostela takes its name. The Camino de Santiago lies upon an east-west path, 

and those who choose to walk at night walk beneath the Milky Way, a swirling sea of light.  

 By the tenth century, significant numbers of medieval Christians were making 

pilgrimages to Santiago’s resting place. By then, too, Santiago had taken on other notoriety. 

According to another legend still, at the ninth century Battle of Clavijo, the apparition of 

Santiago appeared to spur a much-outnumbered Christian force to victory over the Muslim army 

of the Emir of Córdoba. Despite the fact that historians generally agree that the Battle of Clavijo 

never happened, it was at this mythological battle—with real ripples through the centuries of the 

Reconquista, the Crusades, and the Islamaphobic tenor of Western Christianity—that Santiago 

also became Santiago Matamoros: Saint James, the Moor-Killer. 

 The modern Camino de Santiago overtly rejects that appellation, and the spirit of the 

Camino is decidedly interfaith, doggedly inclusive. The Camino belongs to the pilgrim, unarmed, 

compassionate. But history will not be forgotten.  

Within the Cathedral in Santiago itself, in one arm of its long cross, a polychromed 

wooden statue of Santiago on horseback stands in a field of flowers. His arm is raised and in his 

fist, a sword. From the edge of the grate that protects it, the spaces between the flowers and shiny 

green leaves reveal themselves as faces: the Moors fallen beneath the horse’s hooves. The 

flowers and leaves are extraneous to the sculpture, added by the caretakers of the cathedral, but 

everything is still visible for anyone who cares to look closer. I remind myself that looking closer 

is why I am here, even when I don’t want to. 

*** 

 There’s a word for what we are: tourigrino. It’s part of the study and the commerce of the 

Camino, one more reason for why are you walking? Part of the answer is surely true for even the 
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most devout pilgrims: I wanted to see this. Walking the Camino is an amazing way to see Spain. 

Admittedly, it is only a fragment of Spain, no matter which route to Santiago de Compostela one 

takes, but walkers will know that part intimately—how it feels on the soles of the feet, the 

different scents of rain. There is a holiness in that, but the question changes, I think, when it is 

posed on a form in the Pilgrims’ Office in Santiago. Pilgrims must indicate the reason for their 

pilgrimage: religious, spiritual and cultural motivations together, or cultural reasons only—like 

athletic challenge, like tourism. Only the first two options will grant the walker the compostela, 

and there is no reward for speed. Pilgrims professing only secular motivations may receive a 

certificate of distance instead. Both are handsome objects, both have meaning, but they are not, 

of course, the same. 

*** 

The work ethic of Penguins center and franchise star Sidney Crosby is well-known, his 

legacy well-secured. A short list of his accomplishments reveals an Art Ross Trophy for leading 

the league in points and a Hart Memorial Trophy for league MVP before he turned twenty; two 

Stanley Cups and a Conn Smythe for being playoff MVP; another set of Ross/Hart awards after a 

concussion that cost him more than a year of recovery time; career totals and averages already in 

historic ranges and he hasn’t yet turned thirty. But it is the mythology, already in progress, that 

interests me most.  

 In a small sports museum on a hill in Halifax, Nova Scotia, the Crosby faithful and 

passing tourists can visit—and do—a clothes dryer shining dully under carefully placed lights. 

The whole thing is daubed and dented by black rubber, its cycle selector long battered away. The 

dryer stands with its door closed, protecting its damaged heart, the misshapen drum that need 

never again spin. This is The Dryer, shrine to one of hockey’s greats and his uncommon 
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beginnings, where the young Crosby practiced his shot—beginning when he was three—over 

and over, to the destruction of a machine and the creation of a career. By one measure, the 

display is absurd: it’s a dryer, its abuse the kind of thing few parents would tolerate.  

 By another, it’s evidence. It’s the tangible root of miracle. I asked a friend to take a photo 

of me beside it, and there are more photos of me with the dryer from that summer than there are 

of me beside anything else. In Spain, I put my puck atop the iconic concrete way-markers, steady 

it there with stones or rest it atop the boots other pilgrims have left there, in homage, as sacrifice. 

I am only in these pictures insofar as my finger is on the shutter, but we were there, together, 

which is as close as I could be to the game. 

*** 

 

 In Sahagún, we consider architecture. In this town, the churches are brick, not stone, 

though they too are old, though they too follow the squat, Romanesque shape of the sandstone 

churches in Santo Domingo de la Calzada and San Juan de Ortega. The windows, though they 

are so much smaller, so many fewer than we will see in the Gothic cathedrals in Burgos and 

León, have boxed arches that come into sloped points, and their brickwork suggests patterns, 

stripes that hint at other marvels inside: a whole room that had once been covered in blue and red 

motifs, diamonds and curves, flowers and the echo of stars.  

 Our guide explains: this is Mudejar art. This is one legacy of power on the Iberian 

peninsula shifting between Muslims and Christians—a sign of long coexistence and cooperation 

despite those shifts, despite what certain versions of history would want us to believe. That it still 

stands—not only in Sahagún, but all over Spain and especially in the south—feels momentous, 

and for once, the feeling is not simply about age. 
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 We step closer, and I peer up. None of the photos I take do it justice. I try to imagine the 

frescoes in the fullness of their colors, everything alive, and that works a little better.  

*** 

On the second day of walking, we discover the Camino is put to other uses: a running 

group in matching shirts outpaces us on a long hill. We pass their training van, its hatchback 

open and someone sitting in it, water waiting. It shouldn’t be surprising that the many people 

who live along the Camino use it; the path itself is well-maintained and clearly marked, and it is 

in places preternaturally beautiful. Mossy rock walls and lush Galician foliage, pines and 

eucalyptus trees, create sheltered tunnels, passages of deep quiet where even the rain does not 

reach. Elsewhere, the Way borders the gentle slopes of fields, rimmed with wildflowers and 

stone fences, and in June, even when the clouds drew low and the air lay thick with mist, of 

course it calls to walkers and runners not going to Santiago de Compostela but simply out for a 

while. Still, it startles, seeing the group so obviously intent on practice on the pilgrimage route. 

My Spanish is good enough that I can pick out some discussion of times, of what aches or is 

healing well, a sense of readiness for something upcoming, though each bit of conversation 

arrives at my shoulder, draws level, and fades away.  

 Why should I have been startled? They were simply making overt what I felt and did not 

say: pace and distance must matter, right? They weren’t concerned whether they were real 

pilgrims. Their journey was a different kind. 

*** 

While we walk away from our transport and toward another Sahagún church, we pass a 

woman seated on a bench. She is a pilgrim by the leaning backpack beside her with its scallop 

shell and the set of walking poles, but most especially she is marked as such by the bare foot she 
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props on one knee, the gauze and ointment waiting beside. Our guide offers her all the help the 

first aid kit he carries can provide and a decade of experience helping people like us deal with 

circumstances like hers.  

 In a week, when I am on my way home from Santiago de Compostela, I will wait to 

board a plane beside a young couple who have just finished their pilgrimage. They will remain 

sitting as long as they can, and when we have to move forward, they will lean into each other. 

One will say, “I don’t remember what it felt like, before my feet hurt all the time.” The other will 

reply, “It was always that way and always will be.”  

 While walking out of the room with the blue and red frescoes, we see the woman again. 

She’s wearing both shoes now. We share stories: she is German, a nurse, and she has been 

walking since Saint Jean Pied de Port, but she only has four weeks—twenty-eight days—in 

which to complete her journey. As of that day, she is on track: Sahagún is the midpoint, and it 

has been two weeks since she began, but now she has blisters. She has not yet entered the 

Cantabrian Mountains that separate León and Galicia. 

 Later, in the van, we do the math: to stay on track, she will need to walk nearly twenty-

seven kilometers a day—about sixteen miles. Later still, one of our group develops a blood 

blister on the top of her second toe. The whole toe is thick and purple; the nail comes loose. She 

still walks into the holy city. She is going to spend two more weeks in Spain after our program, 

and the group leader takes her to the hospital to have it cared for once we are in Santiago de 

Compostela.  

*** 

 They call us the gazelles, the two of us who walk faster than the rest. Our pace is set by 

lifetimes of walking beside people with far longer legs, a shared love of hiking, and, if we’re 
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honest, luck—no blisters. We walk together, but for long stretches, we say nothing. At other 

times, we talk about our lives with the sweet frankness available to relative strangers: there is no 

image to dispel, nothing to disappoint. We are who we are in this moment, as much or as little as 

we care to share. She tells me about playing field hockey still; I tell her about my own years with 

the sport, in middle school. I focused my attention on softball during high school and in the 

summers outside of college until I aged out of my fast-pitch league. At twenty-two, one is 

already too old. I did not say that both field hockey and softball stood as surrogates to the sports I 

really wanted: ice hockey and baseball. Ice hockey was not for me because there was no way to 

have it, not where I grew up and not for the amazing expense of the sport as compared to one 

where I used the same glove for a decade. Baseball was for my brother, and there was nothing to 

suggest I could challenge that system in those years. It didn’t occur to me. And age and 

circumstances render the point moot, anyway: love for a thing does not necessarily come coupled 

with a gift for it. I had other talents, and these I pursued through college; it was those things that 

brought me all the way to the Camino—curiosity recast into research, enthusiasm bent to 

scholarship. But the body remembers: the adrenaline thrill, the muscles’ push. Maybe that’s why 

our pace never slacks. We keep time with each other, neither of us willing to slow first.  

 We stand in the shade at our Portomarín meeting-place for thirty minutes, waiting for the 

rest of our party. The cool shadow is cast by a massive stair that was once part of a second 

century Roman bridge. The stairs used to lead down into the old city, now submerged beneath 

the dammed waters of the River Miño. In the drier months, we’ve been told, walkers can see the 

roofs of houses through the water. From the stone steps, we see no drowned marketplace, but we 

do see the others upon the bridge, can watch the now-familiar colors of their jackets and hats 

draw closer. We can hear them a long way out. Our legs stretch before us, and we don’t say 
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anything, but we feel we’ve won something, us gazelles, but everything won comes with a loss 

of something else.  

*** 

It’s while we’re in O Pedrouzo that the news comes: a man entered Pulse nightclub in 

Orlando, Florida, and opened fire. Before he was shot by police, he had killed forty-nine people 

and wounded fifty-three others. Those are the numbers, but there is no quantifying this targeted 

brutality. In the little circle of wi-fi signal radiating out from our lodging, we assemble the 

fragments together. In the bar of the restaurant where we eat dinner, footage from the scene rolls 

between Spanish election news and EuroCup updates. Here Spanish voters seeking hope by 

ballot; here so many stretchers, emergency lights swirling all the wrong colors; here, plumes of 

smoke and people running through Marseilles. After one of the matches between England and 

Russia, fans attacked one another. The night before, English fans had clashed with French police, 

and days later, sixteen people would be hospitalized and thirty-six arrested in Lille, following 

another altercation between English and Russian supporters. I think, at least no one was shot.  

I wonder how long we’ll keep thinking that way: at least it wasn’t worse. Forty-nine 

dead, not a hundred, not a thousand. I want to never think that way again. I am desperate to stop 

thinking about it altogether. 

That day was our longest day walking, and the sky had stretched on like a slate roof. We 

wore our rain ponchos and stewed in the plastic-trapped heat of our own bodies. Someone else’s 

blister broke, peeling open the descent to his heel, so impossibly pink. My feet simply reported 

tiredness, heaviness, reminding me of my life at a desk, whole but too often seated. 

Comparatively, we hadn’t gone far, and my particular discomfort was nothing. By dinner, 

it was clear I had not lost anyone particular to me in this attack on the queer community—not 
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like so many people had to discover. Not the way so many people have to discover every single 

day under the violence of this world, from which I know myself much sheltered. My loss, my 

unsettling, my grief, comparatively, are nothing. 

 ***  

On the Camino, in the province of León, there is a place called Cruz de Ferro where a 

small iron cross sits atop a tall post, and at the base of the post, a mound of stones and mementos 

transform the place. This is where pilgrims unburden themselves. Tradition says pilgrims carry a 

stone with them from home to leave in this place—a symbolic separation of present and past, 

letting go of sin’s weight on the soul as surely as the stone weighs in the pack. Over hundreds of 

kilometers, those ounces mean something. Pilgrims who are not walking so far leave their stones 

on Monte de Gozo—the mount of joy, from which pilgrims can finally see their destination. 

Our itinerary does not include Cruz de Ferro, but we stand on Monte de Gozo, look down 

at the city and the cathedral waiting in its heart. All around the base of the monument, not 

pebbles as one might expect, but real stones, some washed smooth by rivers near or far. I don’t 

leave anything there, though I wish I could leave behind the heaviness in my chest. That is mine 

to carry. 

The puck in my bag has a regulation weight of roughly six ounces. A rock the size of a 

fist weighs roughly one pound. My own clenched hand, resting on a scale, weighs the same. 

While walking, the blood settles in my fingers, makes them thick, stiff, difficult to curl. 

*** 

 On the morning we start our final leg of the practical experience—the day we will walk 

into Santiago de Compostela—I see that the Penguins have won the Stanley Cup. I ask one of my 

companions to take a picture of me, holding my puck, wearing my Penguins shirt, but it feels 
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wrong to celebrate it, now, the morning after, out of kilter—and also the morning after the 

morning in Orlando.  

In our small group, far away from home, we do what we can, which is very, very little. I 

swallow my grief, and I walk. I swallow my joy, and I walk, the two tastes mingling on my 

tongue. In the days to come, we will get details about the shooter; they still won’t make anything 

I can call sense, except that I will think of that statue, the raised sword, the trampling underfoot, 

how deep and bloody the trench that fear digs. If someone gives hate Santiago’s face, that is not 

Santiago the pilgrim’s doing.   

In the days to come, I will hear about the injuries all of the players sustained and played 

through. Some are visible: famously, in the 2013 playoffs against the Penguins, Boston Bruins 

center Gregory Campbell blocked an Evgeni Malkin shot that broke his right fibula. Campbell 

collapsed for a moment, then shoved himself to his feet and finished his shift, skating inelegantly 

but effectively enough that the Penguins could not score: forty more seconds with a broken leg. 

Campbell was done for the season then, but the Bruins swept the Penguins out of the playoffs. At 

the end of the same season, Patrice Bergeron revealed, after the Bruins lost in the Stanley Cup 

finals, that he had a broken rib, a separated shoulder, and had suffered a punctured lung that saw 

him spend time in the hospital for observation after the final game.  

These are reminders that even when hockey is simply reduced to its physics—mass times 

acceleration—and when the game is being played independent of cheap shots and the actual act 

of fighting that is still part of the sport, it carries a legacy of violence. It’s not even bad luck; it’s 

inevitability, the way marathon runners must give up their toenails. It is not about rationality; it’s 

about what I heard over and over again on the field: you must sacrifice your body for the ball. 
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So, too, is the communion of saints and martyrs: sacrifice and inevitability. It is the 

suffering we valorize. That is why pilgrims are walking to Santiago; that is why pilgrims walk, 

why some go on their knees or barefoot. I am thinking about Orlando, Pulse, a heartbeat, and I 

want to stop walking. I want to stand and listen to the music that must have been playing 

before—before—and imagine the lights and the joy and the communitas of that place, in 

wholeness. We have saints and martyrs enough.  

*** 

 The first person Sidney Crosby handed the Stanley Cup to on that June night was 

defenseman Trevor Daley. Daley broke his ankle in game three of the Eastern Conference Final, 

twenty days before. He hadn’t played at all in the final series. But he was on the ice in uniform 

and skates for the celebration, hoisting the 35-pound Stanley Cup over his head and skating very 

slowly with it. Crosby later said he gave it first to Daley because Daley’s mom was battling 

cancer, not doing well, and Daley had mentioned, as the team played for the championship, that 

it would mean something to her to see him with the Cup. She died a little more than a week after 

that night. 

 The sport was supposed to be a way to look away. But everywhere we look, we see the 

same things.  

*** 

Once pilgrims arrive at the Cathedral in Santiago, there are more rituals to observe. One 

is the Pilgrims’ Mass. Another is the visit to the sepulcher and the high altar. The sepulcher, 

perversely, is the place where Santiago himself seems most distant: visitors pass through a 

narrow hallway in the cathedral’s belly, and at the end of another short hall, the pale stone tomb. 
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Duly solemn, it stands in somber contrast to the journey through the camarín, behind the 

Baroque extravagance of the high altar.  

 As pilgrims ascend the stairs, small signs indicate that photography is prohibited in this 

portion of the cathedral, but it is here that truly begs for it. Even the walls are a marvel: 

Portuguese jasper, swirling green and ochre, and while the perennial line moves slowly, to 

simply be encased in such color transports—that is, at least, until the statue of Santiago itself 

comes into view. Then the pilgrim may approach the statue, lean and embrace the saint’s gilded 

shoulders, touch it with bare hands. At that moment, too, the pilgrim offers up a prayer. So close 

to Santiago’s ear, it must be heard.  

 When I come to the statue, I don’t say anything out loud. No one is allowed to linger 

long, and in my mind, I can say everything at once, trust it will all arrive.  


